
 

 

Information Classification: General 

Enterprise Decision Maker 
 

Targeted exclusively at IT end-users, this service  helps you make the 

most of new technologies and create a robust business-driven IT 

strategy. Our actionable insight helps decision-makers to create their IT 

strategy, architecture and roadmaps, to evaluate and select optimal 

product and service vendors, and to implement and manage their IT 

portfolio to realize business benefits. 

    
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

             

      Coverage 

 

 

         

 

AI & Intelligent Automation Cloud & Data Center 

Business Platforms Internet of Things 

Cybersecurity Network Transformation & Cloud 

Digital Enterprise Services Enterprise Mobility & Collaboration 

Enterprise ICT Management ICT Enterprise Insights (global survey) 

  

ENTERPRISE DECISION 
MAKER ENABLES YOU TO 

Create a technology strategy 

Leverage market data and 

analysis to create a business and 

technology strategy for digital 

transformation, saving money and 

reducing risk. 

 

Select and procure technology 

Evaluate and select best-fit 

suppliers and services to enable 

digital transformation and your 

transition from on-premises to 

the cloud. 

 

Manage your IT ecosystem 

Realize the business benefits of 

your IT investments and develop 

the capabilities to fully support 

your objectives: vendor and 

contracts management, 

benchmarking and cost 

management, ROI and more. 



Deliverables and   
2021 Research Themes  
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DELIVERABLES 

Vendor Selection 

Through the Omdia Universe and Market 

Radar reports, evaluate and compare 

leading solutions and vendors across a 

broad range of technology areas, and ensure 

you parter with those that best fit your 

business needs. 

Analyst reports 

Provides in-depth analysis of key business 

technology issues spanning strategy, 

technology selection, deployment and 

management 

Research notes 

A concise view of developments in a 

particular market, implications, and 

recommendations. 

Trends to watch 

Reports highlighting  predictions and trends 

in business technology for the year ahead, 

with information on major issues to track. 

Assessments 

Independent assessment of a specific 

solution or service, examining features and 

capabilities, SWOT analysis, enterprise 

deployment considerations, and vendor's 

product strategy. 

Case studies 

Brief case studies with information and 

analysis, highlighting best practices and 

pitfalls, and providing opinions on provider 

and solution capabilities. 

Opinion 

Analyst opinion on key market or technology 

events, providing Omdia’s view, analysis of 

the key points, and recommendations. 

Survey 

Analysis of both quantitative and qualitative 

data from surveys undertaken with senior 

ICT decision-makers. 

 

 

Enterprise IT Cybersecurity AI & Intelligent 
Automation 

Cloud & Data Center Digital Enterprise 
Services 

Internet of Things 

 

• Reprioritizing digital 

transformation for the new 

normal 

• Managing enterprise IT in 

an in-pandemic world 

• Modernization and the rise 

of the digital platform 

• Building the foundations 

for a data-driven business 

• IT operating strategies for 

agility, innovation and 

disruption 

• Closing the customer 

experience gap: 

developing an intelligent 

platform strategy to bridge 

the enterprise 

• Moving from a mad 

scramble in response to 

COVID-19 to providing 

enterprise-grade 

multimodal security 

• Cybersecurity in the post-

pandemic enterprise 

• Can AI capabilities make 

further inroads into 

cybersecurity management 

& technology to become 

reality? 

• Defining cybersecurity 

success in the hybrid cloud 

• Evolving endpoint and 

network detection into 

multifaceted XDR – setting 

further direction for MDR 

• Tracking AI and 

Intelligent Automation as 

it moves from PoC to 

Industrialization 

• How does the post-Covid 

world relate to the rise of 

AI & Intelligent 

Automation? 

• How does AI 

advancement bleed into 

robots and autonomous 

machines and where 

does its future lead? 

• What next generation 

compute architectures 

and modalities will 

benefit from the rise of 

commercial AI? 

• What is the business of 

AI & Intelligent 

Automation? 

• The New Compute 

Ecosystem from Cloud to 

Edge 

• The Emerging Accelerated 

Computing Infrastructure 

• Edge Computing for New 

Latency Sensitive 

Applications 

• New Software Workload 

Development and 

Deployment Architectures 

• Businesses take to 5G 

services 

• Turning data into 

embedded services 

intelligence 

• Building service 

agility/XaaS – a growing 

enterprise requirement 

• Edge service challenges 

• Supporting a path for 

enterprise recovery 

• The COVID-19 IoT 

Impact and Response 

• Connecting the dots 

throughout the IoT 

ecosystem 

• Deeper vertical 

market and 

ecosystem analysis 

• Convergence of IoT 

and other 

transformative 

technologies 


